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SURGERY OPENING TIMES
Wednesday 23�� December   Open as usual
Christmas Eve  24�� December Open as usual
Christmas Day 25�� December Closed
Boxing Day 26�� December  Closed
Sunday 27�� December   Closed
Monday 28�� December   Closed
Tuesday 29�� December   Open as usual
Wednesday 30�� December  Open as usual
New Year’s Eve 31�� December Open as usual
New Year’s Day 1�� January  Closed
Saturday 2ⁿ� January    Closed
Sunday 3�� January    Closed
Monday 4�� January    Open as usual

Last day for ordering
repeat prescriptions for
collection before
Christmas is 22ⁿ�
December

Last day for ordering
repeat prescriptions for
collection before New
Year is 29�� December
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    2020 has been a most unusual year to say the least and has meant a change in our
whole way of living and working. It seemed an appropriate time to give an update on
what has changed at the surgery and some of the effects Covid has had on our work.
     New staff have included Dr. Michael Cipparrone who works on a Monday and Friday,
and Lisa Gurney, a healthcare assistant who works Monday through to Friday. The
workload at the practice has increased exponentially with the additional challenge of
everything having to be socially distanced. There has also been a significant increase
in new patients. Due to patients being reluctant to attend the practice during the first
wave of Covid there is  a 5 month backlog of clinical issues that people are now realising
need to be dealt with, and we are working through these.
    Recently, some services have changed. Patients requesting ear syringing must put
oil in their ears for a minimum of 4 weeks before they are able to book in for a syringing
appointment. As this is a low priority procedure at the moment there is only one
appointment available per week, and oil must have been applied for the prescribed
amount of time. If there has been no improvement in hearing after syringing, patients
should have a discussion with a GP. The surgery cannot recommend private providers
for this procedure.
    Other services such as the diabetic clinic and nurses appointments are operating as
normal and additional support can be found from the specialist physiotherapist for
joint and muscle problems. There is also a social prescriber for mental health and
non-clinical support. Details of these services can be found on the website.
    The Flu vaccination programme is going well so far and we have supplies of all the
vaccines we need. Managing to get all eligible patients vaccinated is another challenge
to be faced. The arrangements to deliver the vaccine this year, due partly to the
increased numbers and because of Covid, have included a drive in facility at Egerton
Rothsay School, which was very successful for most patients, although the staff had
to endure the cold and rain. A number of Saturday and early morning clinics were also
held at the practice. Unfortunately we have no facility or resources to carry out a
demographic search in who we offer the choice of venues to, but any patient who
prefers a different venue can ring the surgery or ask their pharmacist to give them the
jab.
    It has been a very different and difficult year overall.  However we are still here and
looking after our patients the best we can.
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The Thursday Zoomers began when a crochet class held at the Open-Door
community centre was cancelled due to Covid at the end of March 2020. An eclectic
mix of a “Learn to Crochet” group that met every other week, and two volunteers
(who make the tea/coffee) had just begun to get to know each other; then lockdown
arrived.  Initially, we kept in touch via Whatsapp, but the topic of using a platform
called Zoom soon arose.  Being able to see each other would help us to be able to
show, and share the problems each of us encountered with our crochet. As a
consequence, Zoom meetings were set up on a weekly basis, initially for six weeks.
Almost eight months on, the meetings form an important part of the week. Recently
I asked each member what the Zoom meetings meant to them:
“There is plenty of laughter, and with “Show and Tell” we are focused on our crafting
achievements”.

‘Who would have known it would foster friendships, encourage laughter and help
produce a few crafty items too!”.

“I look forward to a regular meeting with my ‘crafty’ friends. It’s such fun, and I feel
better for it”.

“The weeks during the Covid lockdown this year have been so much better than they
might have been. They could have been focused on a sense of fear and isolation but
instead they have been punctuated by a zoom crochet group that support, create and
giggle together. This weekly event has been a shining relief in helping me cope with
the weird world as it is”.

“Some were worried about the technology at the start
but working together everyone was soon using
zoom…we always laugh a lot which is probably the best
tonic… we have been able to support each other through
the ups and downs”.

“I so enjoyed making flowers and butterflies for the
collective yarn bomb”.

I feel privileged to be a member of this unique group. Occupational Therapists focus
on meaning and purposeful activities that promote health and wellbeing. The zoom
meetings have provided weekly routine; a sense of purpose achieved through yarn
bombing and lifting people’s spirits at the Open Door; raising almost £600 for the
poppy appeal, and not forgetting the many gifts created for friends and family.
Some of our Zoomers have long term health conditions.

The impact of lockdown, and the power of Zoom!
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Hertfordshire Health Walks Update…

It is hoped that HHW will now restart in December.
All leaders have been retrained to ensure walks are
conducted in a Covid-19-Safe manner and a
maximum of 10 walkers are permitted per walk that
has 2 leaders in attendance. Walkers now have to

pre book their place by telephone (01992 555888) before attending. Walk routes
have been checked to ensure that Covid-19 Guidelines can be followed safely.
For current information, please go to www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/healthwalks

Having to ‘shield’ for many months can put a person at risk of
Isolation, leading to a loss of purpose and social identity. These
factors are known to have the potential to impact on an
individual’s mental health and well-being. The experience of our
group, highlights the positive affect that modern technology, in
this case Zoom, can have on maintaining and developing
friendships, learning new skills, maintaining mental well-being,
and raise money for charity!
I am aware that my own wellbeing has been maintained as a facilitator of this group,
thanks to Zoom, and the inspirational members of this group!
Sue Davis, Independent Paediatric Occupational Therapist

Patient Participation Group for Manor Street Surgery
Manor Street Surgery has a patient participation group (PPG) which meets every three
months, and is an important forum within which as patients, we can 'have a voice’
It is formed by any patient who would like to become involved, and everyone is
welcome. It is usually held at the surgery but since Covid, it has been held as a Zoom
meeting. The next meeting will be on Tuesday 19�� January  2021 at noon. If you would
like to receive the link to attend the meeting, please email Sue or Meg at
manorstreet@gmail.com
At the AGM in October, the joint chairs and the secretary felt it was time for them to
step down, and so we are in urgent need of new people to fill these roles. We hope
that we can quickly establish a new committee - please consider putting your name
forward.


